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A neophile who loves experiments. 

Electronics Engineer by qualification,

designer at heart.

ABOUT ME



Restricted with the limitations posed by Engineering, I made 

the journey into design to explore interesting challenges.

Design exists at the intersect of art, science, philosophy

and technology.

Technology facilitates design and design advances technology.

My perception of design after a semester.
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The Fibonacci sequence and the associated “golden ratio”

manifests itself in nature and in musical intervals.

SOUND

An octave scale is the interval between a note and its

next occurrence. This spans 13 notes as shown below:

C, C#, D, D#, E, F, F#, G, G#, A, A#, B, C

“Major” and “minor” scales span 8 notes in one octave,

for example a C major scale would include the notes

C, D, E, F, G, A, B, C

on a keyboard there are 8 white keys and 5 black keys

which are grouped in 2 and 3.

CHROMATIC SCALE

The ratio of the guitar neck to the sound box is ~ 1.618.

The ear is in the shape of a Fibonacci spiral.

CONSTRUCTIONS

The basic formula of a chord is the root, the third

and the fifth. Thus for a C chord this translates to

C, E, G

BASIC CHORDS



Where shall you seek beauty, and how shall you find her unless she herself be your way and your guide?
And how shall you speak of her except she be the weaver of your speech?

The aggrieved and the injured say, "Beauty is kind and gentle.
Like a young mother half-shy of her own glory she walks among us."
And the passionate say, "Nay, beauty is a thing of might and dread.
Like the tempest she shakes the earth beneath us and the sky above us."

The tired and the weary say, "Beauty is of soft whisperings. She speaks in our spirit.
Her voice yields to our silences like a faint light that quivers in fear of the shadow."
But the restless say, "We have heard her shouting among the mountains, and with her
cries came the sound of hoofs, and the beating of wings and the roaring of lions."

At night the watchmen of the city say, "Beauty shall rise with the dawn from the east."
And at noontide the toilers and the wayfarers say,
"We have seen her leaning over the earth from the windows of the sunset."



In winter say the snow-bound, "She shall come with the spring leaping upon the hills." 
And in the summer heat the reapers say, 
"We have seen her dancing with the autumn leaves, and we saw a drift of snow in her hair."
All these things have you said of beauty, yet in truth you spoke not of her but of needs unsatisfied,
and beauty is not a need but an ecstasy. 
It is not a mouth thirsting nor an empty hand stretched forth, but rather a heart enflamed and 
a soul enchanted.

It is not the image you would see nor the song you would hear, but rather an image you see though
you close your eyes and a song you hear though you shut your ears.
It is not the sap within the furrowed bark, nor a wing attached to a claw, but rather a garden for ever 
in bloom and a flock of angels for ever in flight.

People of Orphalese, beauty is life when life unveils her holy face.
But you are life and you are the veil.
Beauty is eternity gazing at itself in a mirror.
But you are eternity and you are the mirror.

- Khalil Gibran
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FUNDAMENTALS - KEY LEARNINGS

 1. Visualisation Skills

 2. Observation Skills

 3. Gestalt Principles

 4. Power of the pencil

 5. Working with materials

 6. Paper Modelling

 7. Drawing in Perspective

 8. Visual Composition

 9. Concepts of space and mass 
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PHOTOGRAPHY - KEY LEARNINGS

 1. Understanding the controls of the camera.

 2. Composing photos to tell a story. 

 3. Reading and interpreting photos.

 4. Manipulating photos to convey stories.

 5. Exposure, Aperture, ISO and Shutter speed controls.

 6. Working on Manual mode to get best results.

 7. Post processing photos in Lightroom.

 8. Photo batch processing and correction.
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DIGITAL MEDIA AND VISUALIZATION - KEY LEARNINGS

1. Story telling and AV Production / Correction. 

2. Scripting and Story-boarding.

3. Stitching videos together to create a narrative.

4. The dynamics of videography and filmmaking.

5. Camera pan and tilt for interesting shots.

6. Concepts of headroom and video composition.
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DESIGN PROCESS - KEY LEARNINGS

1. Brainstorming to generate exhaustive ideas.

2. Categorisation of these ideas to spot opportunities.

3. Secondary Research and setting expectations.

4. Primary Research and gathering insights.

5. Market analysis and study.

6. Observing subject to gain further insights.

7. Prototyping to check feasibility of ideas.
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FUNDAMENTALS OF INTERACTION DESIGN - LEARNINGS

1. Story telling, story boarding and AV Production / Correction. 

2. Theories, Affordances and Cognition.

3. Information Hierarchy and Classification.

4. Microinteractions and feedback driven systems.

5. Technology as a tool to craft experiences.

6. Exploration of Javascript, Arduino and C#

7. Sketchup to make 3D visualisations.
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